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GPU programming has gained immense popularity for filling needs in appli-
cations for high performance computing and artificial intelligence. The incredi-
ble parallelism available in GPUs comes with penalties of being notably difficult
to program and analyze. Several program analysis techniques can aid program-
mers in ensuring that their code is free from certain classes of errors [2, 3, 5, 6].
Such approaches can pinpoint potential bugs, and even explain the conditions
that trigger the error, but offer no actionable feedback.

Concurrency repair extends program analysis with code fixes to mitigate
bugs. AutoSync [1], AuCS [7], and GPURepair [4] remove errors such as data-
races (leads to unexpected behavior) and barrier divergences (leads to dead-
locks) by placing synchronization barriers. Correct placement of these barriers
ensures error-free execution, but also impact performance, the primary benefit
of GPU programming. Repair uses safety-detection as an oracle to decide when
a program is bug-free. In case the program is potentially buggy, the repair
algorithm selectively places barriers in the GPU program. Repair algorithms
account for the performance impact of adding barriers, by attaching weights to
each placement location, minimizing the overall weight of all barrier placements.
The limitations of these approaches is that the weights are selected empirically
and do not take into consideration important parameters, such as the number of
loop iterations. Additionally, since the state of the art lacks correctness results,
such techniques cannot guarantee performance bounds on the repaired program.

Our approach. In order to develop a repair algorithm that relies on a
sound metric, our goal is to introduce a quantitative program logic for GPU
programs that allows the repair algorithm to reason about the program the
resource usage (here number of synchronizations) based on [6]. Our resource
cost analysis is automated and derives worst-case bounds that are polynomials
on inputs of a GPU program, which the repair algorithm can use to minimize
the total synchronization cost. By relying on a theory that soundly establishes
bounds on a resource metric, our goal is to develop a repair algorithm which
provably fixes a bug while soundly minimizing performance overhead.

In this talk, we present a calculus to measure the impact of synchronization
repair in GPU programs. Our approach is to apply an automated amortized
resource analysis (AARA) [6] to an abstraction of GPU programs based on be-
havioral type theory, Memory Access Protocols [3]. We show how our approach
can find optimal placement of synchronization barriers.
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